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Quotients of Local Banach Algebras
are Local Banach Algebras
By

Lothar M. SCHMITT*

Abstract
We show that quotients of local Banach algebras are local Banach algebras. This solves
a problem posed by B. Blackadar in his book on ^-Theory [BLAll. Furthermore our techniques allow to prove additional density Theorems for the ^-Theory of normed algebras
stable under inverses and logarithms.

Introduction
Local Banach algebras arise naturally in the context of differential geometry. In commutative differential geometry the algebra of C °°-functions
on a manifold 3JZ with compact support constitutes the natural local Banach
algebra which represents the differentiable structure of 3JZ. In his pioneering
work on non-commutative differential geometry and cyclic cohomology
A. Connes [CON 1] has constructed a pairing between the cyclic cohomology
of the underlying algebra Jl and its ^-Theory. In many cases JL is a local
Banach algebra and the ^-Theory of Jl can identified with the ^-Theory of its
closure. In his book on ^-Theory B. Blackadar poses the problem whether
the quotient of local Banach algebras is a local Banach algebra-cf. [BLAl, p. 19].
In this paper we shall give an affirmative positive solution to this question.
Furthermore we can use our technique to identify the /^-Theory of normed
algebras that are closed under inverses and logarithms with the J^-Theory of
their closures. In fact this class is good enough—see Proposition 1.6 and Corollary 2.3.—to permit the holomorphic functional calculus needed to establish
Bott periodicity and the well known cyclic sixterm exact sequence of complex
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K-Theory. Furthermore one can apply the density theorems mentioned above
to obtain short proofs of results by A. Connes and P. Jolissaint—see [JoLl]—on
the ^-Theory of spaces of rapidly decreasing functions on certain groups.

Let Jl be an algebra over C. Then we shall write JP for the unital algebra
Jl@C with multiplication (x, X)(y, /Ji)=(xy+Ay+/jix9 I/JL), x, y e Jt, 1,/j.^C.
Let Mn(Jl), n^N, denote the nxn matrices with entries in Jl. We shall
use the notation x®y, x^Mn(Jl\ y^Mm(Jl), n.m^N to denote the
matrix

0

0
y

If Jl is unital, then we shall write GLn(Jl) for the group of invertible elements
in Mn(Jl). If Jl is unital and normed, then we shall denote the path component of the identity in GLn(Jl) by GL°n(JL). The suspension <S(J[) and the
cone C(JK) of Jl are by definition the following:

and

C(J[) = {/: [0, 1] -> JL | / is continuos andf(G) = 0}
S(Ji) = if e C(JL) \ /(I) = 0} .

l.L Lemma. Let Jl and £B be unital algebras, and let 9: Jl-*3$ be a
surjective homomorphism. If uE=.3$ is invertible, then there exists
such that <p(V) = u@u~l. If Jl and 3$ are normed algebras, then
and V can be chosen in Gl£(J[).
Proof. This can be obtained immediately from the formular given on the
bottom of page 108 in [KAR!].
The next Proposition generalizes [BLAl, Proposition 3.4.6], As mentioned
there it may be known.
1=20 Proposition,, Suppose that Jl is a normed algebra and Q is a closed,
two-sided ideal in JL. Then one has:
a) The homomorphism 0 : S(Jl)l<S(Q)-*S(Jll£) given by

is one-to-one and has dense image in S(JLjQ}.
map Jl-*JlIS.

Here TU stands for the quotient
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b) If Jl is a Banach algebra, then 0 is surjective.
c) Let Jibe a Banach algebra, f: [0, \\-+Jl\Q be a norm-continuous path and
X^X^JL be such that 7c(Xk)=f(k), A:—0, 1. Then there exists a norm-continuous
path F: [0, 1]->JL satisfying F(k)=Xk, fc=0, 1 andn(F(t})=f(t}, t e[0, 1].
Proof, a) It is clear that 0 is a well defined homomorphism and oneto-one. ltf^S(JLIS), then by the uniform continuity of/it can be approximated by p a piecewise linear function g^S(JLIS). g can be lifted to <S(JL).
To prove b) check that for a piecewise linear lift G e S(JL) of g^S(JL!S)
one has that ||n(G)||<||g||, where II: S(JL)-^S(JL)IS(3) is the quotient map.
For the proof of c) see [BLAl, Proposition 3.4.6]. D
1.3. Definition,, Let Jl be a normed algebra with the following property:
If x^Mn(JP), n^N, U=U(Q, r)dC is an open disk around 0 with radius r
greater than \\x\\, and/: U->C Is a holoniorphic function, then f(x)&Mn(<JP).
In this situation we shall say that Jl is stable under calculus of power series.
1.4. Remarks, a) Local Banach algebras are of course stable under
calculus of power series.
b) Let JL be a normed algebra which is stable under calculus of power series,
and let Q be a closed, two-sided ideal in Jl. Then Jl\Q is stable under calculus
of power series.
c) Let Jl be a unital, normed algebra which Is stable under calculus of power
series. If x^JL such that \\x —1||<1, then x'1, log(x)^JL. In particular
GL(JJ) is open In Jl.
The proof of the following Lemma is left to the reader—compare [BLAl].
1.5. Lemma. For any unital, normed algebra Jl the following statements
hold:
a) GL(JL)=GL(<J) fl Jl if and only if Q~L(Jl) is open in Jl, where JL denotes
the completion of Jl.
b) If GL(JL) is open in JL, andp and q are idempotents in JL, then one has:
i) Up to the fact that one possibly has to consider p®Q and #00 in M±(JL} the
notions of homotopy, similarity and algebraic equivalence coincide for p and q.
w) y\\P~(l\\<^\\'^P~111"1* thenp and q are homotopic.
c) If GL(JL) is open in JL, and 3 is a closed, two-sided ideal in JL, then
is open in Jl\Q. Q
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1060 Propositiono Let Jl and 3$ be unital, normed algebras with open
groups ofinvertible elements, and let <p\ JL->*B be a continuous, surjective homomorphism. Then <p(GL\J[))=GL*(&).
Proof. Let <2 = kQr(<p), TC: JH-^Jl\Q be the quotient map, and let
0 : JL\Q-*9l be the bijective homomorphism such that <p=®on. If weGL°(^)3
then there exists a piecewise linear path/: [0, 1]-»GL°C®) such that /(0)=1
and f(l)=u.
The path 0-1of is continuous. Hence we may suppose
3$ = JHQ and 9= jr. Let/: [0, 1]->GL°(.®) be a piecewise linear path such
that/(0)=l. Then there exist t0= 0<t1< — <tH = 1 (including all the vertices
of/) such that

Let bm<=Jl, 0<m<^ 5 be a lift of /(fj~!/ftm-i) with 111— *JI<1. Set ^=1
and am+1 =amb1it, 0 < m < « — 1 . Then one has 1 1 1 — a^1 am+l \\<\. The piecewise
linear path with vertices a03 a^ ••«, aw is a lift of /within GL(<Jf). D
2. Quotients of Local

Algebras

The following Theorem shows that quotients of local Banach algebras are
local Banach algebras.
2ole Theorem,, Let Jibe a normed algebra which is stable under calculus
of power series. Then <Jl is a local Banach algebra.
Proof. Let x^Jl, let U be an open neighborhood of a(x), and let r be a
piecewise linear path that surrounds o(x) in U. Let / be a function which is
holomorphic on U. Let g(Z)=(Zl—x)-\ Z^C\a(x). There exists £>0 such
that the following statements are true :
a) for X, ??er satisfying | -*— rj \<d one has: ||1— g(X)~lg(ri)\\ < 1, and
b) for ^er/has a power series expansion around X on the disk of radius d.
Now consider a line segment rdP with one endpoint equal to X and length
less than d. Then one has

Now one uses the power series for / around /I to get a power series in
and (A— 7J) which can be integrated term by term. D
282o Definition,,

Suppose that Jl is a normed algebra. We shall say that
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Jl is stable under inverses and logarithms, if for every x&Mn(JP), nGN, with
||l-jc||<l one has x~\
The proof of Theorem 2.1 shows that the following is true:
2.3. Corollary. Suppose that Jl is a unital, normed algebra which is stable under inverses and logarithms.
n

d)

Ifx^JL

and a(x) = U <7 V > n^N,
v=i

where the ffv are pairwise disjoint and com-

pact, then the spectral idempotents associated with the #v are elements of Jl.
b) If e>0 and p is a idempotent in Jl, then there exists an idempotent, q^JL
satisfying \\p—q\\<*. D
3. Applications to ET-Theory
If JL is an algebra, then let M^JL) be the algebraic direct limit of Mn(JL\
n^N, under the embeddings %h->x©0, x^Mn(J[), 0 e JL. Let V(JL) be
the set of equivalence classes of idempotents in M^JL) with respect to algebraic
equivalence. If [p], [q] e V(JL), p e Mn(JL), q e Mm(JL), then define

[p\+[q\ =
where [•] denotes equivalence classes. This turns V(JL) into an abelian
semigroup with zero element [0],
3.1. Definition. If JL is a unital algebra, then let K0(Jl) be the Grothendieck group of V(JK). If Jl is any algebra, then consider the natural homomorphism

induces a group homomorphism ^T0(ajz): KQ(JP)->Z.

Set

With respect to the next two results the reader should compare the density
theorems in [Axi2] and [KARl].
3.2. Proposition. Let JL be a normed algebra which is stable under inverses and logarithms. Then the inclusion i: JL-^JL induces an isomorphism
K,(l): K,(JL) - KJiJL) .
Proof. Assume w.l.o.g. that JL is unital. If p and q are projections in
JL with p=uqu~1, u^GL(JL), then one approximates u with v^GL(JL). If
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vqv"1 is sufficently close to p, then vqv'1 and p are homotopic. Hence all three
projections are equivalent, and KQ(i) is one-to-one. Corollary 23 b) shows
that JT00') is onto. Q
3o30 DeliiMoMo If JL is a unital, normed algebra, then let K-^JL) be the
inductive limit of the groups Ln(JL) = GLn(JL)/GL°n(Jl), n^N, where the
maps Ln(JL)-^Ln+l(Jl) are induced by the maps

If c^? is any normed algebra, then one defines Kl(Jl)=Kl(JP).
abelian group, if the addition it defined as

K^JL) is an

M+M = [«©v], weGLM(^?), veGLw(cJ), n,m(=N.
3o4 Proposition,, Z,e£ Jibe a normed algebra such that GLn(Jl0) is open
in Mn(JP)for all n^N.
Then the inclusion t: JL-^JL induces an isomorphism
K^i K^JL) -* K^Jl) .
Proof. Suppose w.l.o.g. that Jl is unital. Let u, veGL(^l)3 and let/ be
a continuous map [0, 1]->GL(^?) with f(Q)=u and /(l)=v. Then / can be
replaced by a piecewise linear path g: [0, l]->GL(o?) with g(Q)=u and g(l)=v.
Furthermore close to any element in G~L(Jl} lies an element of GL(JL) which
is in the same path component. Hence
3.5. Remark. B. Blackadar [BLAl] developes ^-Theory within the class
of local Banach algebras. A check through the proofs shows the following:
With the help of Lemma 1.1 and the fact that K0 is a functor one gets [BLAl,
Thm. 5,6.1] for arbitrary algebras. Next one can define the index map as in
[BLAl, Def. 8.3.1] and obtaines [BLAl, Prop. 8.3.3 and Prop. 8.3.4] within the
class of algebras with open groups of invertibles using Proposition 1.6. [BLAl,
Thm. 8.2.2] can be obtained from this, if one considers the exact sequence 0->
<5(^?)->C(c^?)->c^-»0. Furthermore with the help of Proposition 1.6 one can
prove [BLAl, Cor. 8.2.3] directly. Using Proposition 1.2 this yields the long
exact sequence of ^-Theory. To get Bott periodicity one uses Corollary 2.3 and
the proof given In [BLAl, 9.2]. One has to give a detailed argument for the
injectivity of the Bott map as In [PASl].
3o6o CorolfeFjo
Mn(JLQ) for all n^N.

Let Jl be a normed algebra such that GLn(JP) is open in
Then one has KQ(S(JIJ) =KQ(<S(J). D

3.7. Remark. In [JoLl] P. Jolissaint Identifies the ^-Theory of spaces of
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rapidly decreasing functions on certain discrete groups with the ^"-Theory of
the reduced group C*-algebra. One can use Corollary 2.3 to shorten the
argument. In fact in each case the first step of the given proofs shows that
the algebras considered there are stable under inverses and logarithms.
The author is grateful to the referee for a simplified argument in the proof of
Proposition 1.6.
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